Marker Text
A pioneer poet of Indiana, author of "Paddle Your Own Canoe" and "Indiana," crusader for women's rights, lived here at "Beech Bank" from 1871 to 1893.

Marker Report

While the text of the Sarah T. Bolton marker is accurate, it does not adequately explain the significance of this pioneer poet and her contributions to the history of the Hoosier state. The following report provides additional context regarding Bolton’s life. In particular, it expands on her literary work, her connection to Indiana, and her efforts to promote women’s rights.

Sarah T. Bolton was born Sarah Tittle Barrett1 in Newport, Kentucky circa 1814.2 She and her family moved to Indiana when she was very young and settled near Vernon in Jennings County.3 During this period, much of Indiana was still unsettled.4 According to Bolton in the Life and Poems of Sarah T. Bolton, while growing up on her family’s farm near Vernon, she was exposed to the pioneer experience, living in a log house and clearing the fields.5 The family moved to Madison in Jefferson County, Indiana a few years later, where Bolton and her siblings attended the local schools.6

The marker correctly states that she was a poet and author of “Paddle Your Own Canoe” and “Indiana.”7 However, the extent of Bolton’s published work and its significance are not explained. The Life and Poems of Sarah T. Bolton reports that she published her first poem in the Madison Banner when she was not yet fourteen and that she later wrote regularly for the papers of Madison and nearby Cincinnati.8 Bolton authored over 150 poems during her lifetime. Many of these were featured in newspapers across the country.9 Her writings were also included in numerous anthologies in the 1800s and continuing well into the 1900s.10 Additionally, several of the melodic verses were set to music, including Bolton’s “Indiana.”11 In 1912, “Indiana” was formally adopted as the Federation song by the Indiana Federation of Clubs.12

The marker appropriately states that Bolton was a crusader for women’s rights, but it is vague regarding her contribution to the movement. Bolton aided social reformer Robert Dale Owen in his fight for women’s rights of personal property in the 1850 State Constitutional Convention. Owen sought to add a provision to the new constitution that would allow women to retain control of their personal property after they entered into the contract of marriage.13 Bolton wrote letters to women across the state to build support for the movement. Although Owen’s measure was voted down, Bolton conducted a campaign to raise funds in his honor, awarding him an engraved silver pitcher in recognition of his efforts.14 In a letter to Bolton on July 6, 1851, Owen wrote “I think it will always be a pleasant reflection to you, that, by dint of perseverance through many obstacles, you have so efficiently contributed to the good cause of the property rights of your sex.”15 Reflecting on her work in 1882, Bolton wrote, “I am not
Sarah Bolton had already been living in Indianapolis for many years by the time she became involved in the women’s rights movement. In 1831, she married newspaper publisher Nathaniel Bolton and the couple moved from Madison to Marion County, Indiana soon after. Between 1836 and 1845, they owned and operated a tavern, “Mt. Jackson,” on the National Road. In 1845, they sold their property to the State and it eventually became the site of the Indiana Hospital for the Insane. While in Indianapolis, Sarah’s poetry output continued to increase, and she wrote some of her most popular works there. In 1855, Nathaniel was confirmed as Consul to Geneva, Switzerland, and Sarah spent the next three years dividing her time between Indianapolis and Europe. Less is known about Bolton’s life after her husband’s death in 1858 until her move to “Beech Bank” in 1871, though it is clear that she spent some time in Missouri and in Europe. The marker correctly states that Bolton spent many of her final years from 1871-1893 at her home “Beech Bank” outside of Indianapolis, in the community of Beech Grove. Here she focused on her family and her writing. She died August 4, 1893 and is buried in Crown Hill Cemetery.

Bolton’s poetry has remained her most enduring legacy. Newspaper articles in the Indianapolis Journal and the Goshen Daily News referred to her as the “Hoosier poetess” and referenced the popularity of her work. They reported that “Paddle Your Own Canoe,” one of her most famous poems, had been translated into several languages and sung around the world. The Indiana Branch of the National League of American Pen Women commissioned a bronze plaque for Bolton in 1941. It is located in the rotunda of the Indiana State House and reads “in commemoration of her creative work.”

*All newspaper articles were accessed via NewspaperArchive.com unless otherwise noted.


Sources disagree regarding Bolton’s birth year. The *Life and Poems of Sarah T. Bolton* reports that she was born in Newport, Kentucky in 1814. Obituaries in the *Newport Hoosier State* and the *Perrysburg Journal* confirm this date, and it is also used in the *Encyclopedia of Indianapolis* and *A Hoosier Sampler: An Anthology of Indiana Writers*. A relief of Bolton featured in the rotunda in the Indiana State House also lists the year 1814, as does Bolton’s gravestone. However, obituaries in the *Logansport Reporter* and the *Indianapolis Journal* report that Bolton was born in 1811, while both the 1850 and 1860 U.S. census records estimate her birth year as late as 1816. The 1850 census lists her name as “Sarah F. Bolton.”


The 1820 census lists Jonathan Barrett (Sarah’s father) and his family in Jennings County, Indiana, and the 1830 census lists them in Jefferson County, Indiana. According to the *Life and Poems of Sarah T. Bolton*, the family moved to Madison from Jennings County in the early 1820s because, at the time, the city was considered “the chief center of trade and commerce, of education and social refinement in the State.”


5 *Life and Poems*, xix-xxiii.

6 Ibid., xiii-xv.

7 Ibid., 277, 380.


An 1850 *Home Journal* article describes Bolton as a correspondent for the *Cincinnati Commercial*. Further research outside the scope of this review is needed to confirm the other publications she contributed to in Madison and Cincinnati.

Bolton’s works were also collected in at least three volumes in the late 1800s. See Life and Poems; Songs of a Life-Time (Indianapolis: Bowen-Merrill Co., 1892); Paddle Your Own Canoe: And Other Poems (Indianapolis: Bowen-Merrill, 1897).


Bolton summarized her involvement in the effort to secure personal property rights for married women in a letter to William Wesley Woollen, stating "I was writing articles setting forth the grievances resulting from women’s status, as under the common law, and the necessity of reform and scattering these articles through the newspapers, over the state to make public opinion. At length the measure passed, but was reconsidered and voted down. Then we rallied the few women who were in favor of it and went to the Convention in a body to electioneer with the members. The measure was brought up and passed again, reconsidered the next day & again voted down. This, to the best of my recollection, was repeated five or six times before it was finally lost. Then I wrote a circular setting forth Mr. Owens efforts and asking the women of the state to contribute one dollar each, for the purpose of presenting to Mr. Owen a testimonial to show our appreciation of his endeavor on our behalf... With this money, we procured one of the most elegant antique, silver pitchers I have ever seen in any land and had it engraved with a suitable inscription. Having obtained leave to use the Hall of the House of Representatives, on the occasion of the presentation we decorated it with green garlands & fragrant flowers till it seemed a bower of beauty; and on the evening of the 28th of May 1851 – it was crowded, crammed with the elite of the city to see what had never occurred in Indianapolis before... Mr. Owen’s reply on receiving the pitcher was a grand, logical, exhaustive argument in favor of women’s rights."


On January 31, 1846, The Vevay Indiana Palladium reported "An act has also passed, authorizing the erection of a splendid building, on the site purchased last summer of N. Bolton, two miles from this city, to be known as the "Indiana Hospital for the Insane." The hospital became Central Indiana Hospital and was later renamed Central State Hospital in 1929. The Indiana Medical History Museum is located in the Old Pathology Building on the grounds of the former hospital.

Bolton married Judge Addison Reese of Missouri in September 1863 and resided in that state for a short period of time. She moved back to Indiana soon after, but sources suggest that Addison Reese remained in Missouri. According to the Life and Poems of Sarah T. Bolton, her poem “Little Ralph” was published in 1866 in Canton, Missouri. Further research outside the scope of this review is needed to determine her relationship with Reese and her work during this time.

Bolton also reportedly took care of her grandson after the death of his mother (her daughter Sarah) and spent time in Europe as part of his education. For details on her travels see Bolton, Life and Poems, lxvi-lxvii. For letters written during her travels see Sarah T. Bolton to Mrs. Brown, letter, September 5, 1872, Dresden, in “Sarah Tittle Barrett Bolton Papers, 1832-1893,” Indiana Historical Society, SC0108; Sarah T. Bolton to Mrs. Susan Brown, letter, February 15, 1873, Dresden, in “Sarah Tittle Barrett Bolton Papers, 1832-1893;” “Sarah T. Bolton to Miss Lou M. Rankin., November 30, 1874, Geneva, in “Benjamin Wilson Smith Collection, 1850-1917,” Indiana Historical Society, M0253, Folder 2.


26 David J. Bodenhamer and Robert G. Barrows, ed., Encyclopedia of Indianapolis (Bloombington: Indiana University Press), 335. For an image of the relief, which was completed by Emma Sangernebo, see “Relief of Sarah T. Bolton,” Public Art at the Indiana State House, accessed Flickr.